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Disclaimer 

•  This presentation does not intend to provide a thorough and detailed view of Herantis Pharma Plc 
(‘Company’). The information provided in this presentation shall not be considered sufficient for 
making any investment decisions related to the Company. Anyone considering an investment in the 
Company shall read and consider carefully all information provided in the formal prospectus 
approved by Finland’s Financial Supervisory Authority (Finanssivalvonta). 

•  This presentation may include forward-looking statements, estimates, and calculations related e.g. 
to the Company and its markets. Such forward-looking statements, estimates, and calculations are 
based on expectations and assumptions of the Company, which may be inaccurate or untrue. They 
also involve known and unknown risks and other factors, which might cause any estimates made by 
the Company to materially deviate from those actualized, including the operations, financial 
situation, and achievements of the Company. The Company cannot be held liable for any such 
deviations or for any actions taken by any party based on this presentation. Known risks related to 
the future of the Company and its business have been described in the formal prospectus approved 
by Finland’s Financial Supervisory Authority (Finanssivalvonta). 
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Herantis Pharma Plc 

•  Drug development company developing novel  
pharmaceutical products based on leading science 

•  Focus in regenerative medicine 

•  Expertise in early clinical development 
–  Preclinical research 
–  Early clinical research 
–  Clinical Proof-of-Concept 

•  IPO in Finland June 2014 raised approximately  
20 MUSD 
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Herantis portfolio (drug candidates) 
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Drug candidate Indication Preclin Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

CDNF neuroprotective factor Parkinson’s disease *     

CDNF neuroprotective factor Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS)     

CDNF neuroprotective factor Alzheimer’s disease **   

Lymfactin® Secondary lymphedema   

Cis-UCA Eye Drops Dry Eye       

Cis-UCA Emulsion Cream Atopic dermatitis 

*This stage of clinical development in planning and scheduled 
**Active development currently not on-going. Next steps are pending later decisions.  
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CDNF for Parkinson’s disease (PD) 

•  Parkinson’s disease is an incurable, progressive  
neurodegenerative disease 

–  Estimated seven million patients worldwide 
–  Available treatments only help motor symptoms of the disease 

•  CDNF aims to relieve both motor and non-motor symptoms  
and slow down disease progression 

–  CDNF protects and restores dopaminergic neurons based on preclinical 
studies in several Parkinson models 

–  Based on preclinical data CDNF is clearly more potent than GDNF, which is 
finishing Phase 2 and partnered to Pfizer 

–  First-in-Human clinical study planned to start patient treatments in 2016: 
N=18, randomized, placebo-controlled 

Based on preclinical data we believe that CDNF is the most promising new  
compound for a disease-modifying treatment of Parkinson’s disease. 
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CDNF (Cerebral Dopamine Neurotrophic Factor) 
•  CDNF (a.k.a. rhCDNF) is a novel ER stress-protective factor  

(Lindholm et al, Nature 448: 73-77, 2007) 

ü  CDNF is not another GDNF 
ü  Found in normal human plasma and CSF 

ü  CDNF has been described as injured cell or ER stress-specific neurotrophic factor,  
which leaves healthy neurons unaffected (more benign expected safety profile) 

ü  CDNF is expressed in the brain including the midbrain and in several non-neuronal tissues 
ü  The neuronal phenotype of CDNF knockout mice supports a significant dopaminergic function* 

•  CDNF protects neurons and restores their functional activity in multiple preclinical models of PD, 
ALS, and other non-disclosed neurodegenerative conditions 

ü  Clearly more potent when compared to competitors such as GDNF 

•  CDNF has a distinct mechanism of action 
ü  Effectively protects and promotes repair of stressed cells 
ü  Prevents cell death 

•  Herantis develops CDNF in close collaboration with  
professor Mart Saarma, ERC Vice President and leading  
expert in neurotrophic factors 

 

Degenerating  
neuron

Healthy  
cells

CDNF

* Unpublished data 
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CDNF GDNF2  Neurturin3 

Nature of polypeptide 
preCDNF preproGDNF preproNRTN 

Monomer (18 kD) Homodimer (32 kD) Homodimer (25 kD) 

Binding to heparin and ECM Low Strong Very strong 

Diffusion in rat brain  Good Limited Very limited 

Protection of TH+-fibres in 6-OHDA model Very good Good Good 

Protection of cell bodies in MPTP 
neurorestoration MPTP model Yes No No 

Neurorestoration in severe 6-OHDA model with 
continuous infusion of NTFs  Efficient Trend Not available  

Improvement in motor symptoms in rhesus 
monkey Very good Good Not available 

Improvement in non-motor symptoms in rhesus 
monkey Efficient No Not available 

Clinical signal of disease modification Not available Yes Yes 

1For details and full literature references please contact Herantis Pharma for a copy of a comparison white paper. 
2Currently in its fifth clinical study with an improved administration technology. In the previous blinded phase 2 study (Amgen), efficacy signal was seen after 
exclusion of patients with faulty delivery systems. CDNF has a superior preclinical efficacy profile and much improved diffusion in brain compared to GDNF. 

3Tested in clinical studies by Ceregene (gene therapy). Though the effect of Neurturin was modest it was one of the first times in the history of chronic 
neurological disease that neurodegenerative disease progression was slowed down in human patients. 

Comparison of CDNF with…1 
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CDNF for ALS (Lou Gehrig’s disease) 
ALS is an aggressive motoneuron disease with no cure. In preclinical studies, a single  

CNDF injection has significantly prolonged survival and reduced symptoms of ALS 
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•  In the golden standard ALS model, a single CDNF dose at symptom 
onset showed: 

–  Significant survival benefit (daily Riluzole started before symptom onset shows 
mixed results in the same model) 

–  Clear improvements in motor coordination, balance, and muscle strength 
–  Preservation of motor neurons and neuromuscular junctions 
–  Reduction of ER stress 

•  CDNF was granted Orphan Designation for treatment of ALS in Europe 
in March 2016 

•  Preclinical development continues 
•  Herantis is looking for partners for clinical development program 
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CDNF for Alzheimer’s disease 

Published preclinical evidence suggests Herantis’ CDNF improves long-term memory  
in a mouse model of Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), with no side effects 
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•  CDNF reduces ER (endoplasmic reticulum) stress, which is linked to AD 
•  Recent publication in Behavioural Brain Research suggests that in addition to reducing ER stress, 

CDNF also improves long-term memory in a mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease 
–  Further, CDNF even improved long-term memory in healthy mice, compared to vehicle-treated animals 

•  AD is the most common neurodegenerative disease and 
the cause in majority of cases of dementia 

–  Estimated 20 million AD patients worldwide 
–  No cure is known 

•  Current statistics estimate 75 million dementia patients in 2030 
•  Herantis is looking for partners to launch a development program in AD 
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CDNF First-in-Human study: Overview 
•  Phase I/II, placebo-controlled, randomized, blinded safety study  

in three European university hospitals with leading PD expertise 
–  18 patients with Parkinson’s disease 

–  Intracerebral administration of CDNF or placebo 4-weekly for 6 months, using a 
medical device similar to Deep Brain Stimulation 

–  Extension protocol where all patients receive CDNF for 6 months 
–  Advanced exploratory endpoints including PET based analysis 
–  First-patient-in: 2016 

•  Study design and protocol 
finalized based on extensive  
discussions with authorities 

Figure: Device for intracerebral CDNF 
administration. Barua et al. J. Neurosci. 

Methods. 214: 223-232, 2013. 
 

Please cite this article in press as: Barua NU, et al. Intermittent convection-enhanced delivery to the brain through a novel transcutaneous
bone-anchored port. J Neurosci Methods (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jneumeth.2013.02.007
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Fig. 7. (a) A successful BAHA implanted in a patient shows no evidence of adverse skin reaction (Courtesy of Science Photo Library). Based on long term success with BAHA
surgery, the TBAP for intermittent CED could be implanted in a similar position on the skull. A schematic diagram shows the proposed relationship of the TBAP with implanted
in-line  filters and catheters in a clinical application (b).

attachment (Fig. 6e). In contrast, no such bony attachments were387

present on the loosened port (Fig. 6f).388

4. Discussion389

Convection-enhanced delivery has the potential to improve the390

treatment of a wide range of neurological disorders by facilitat-391

ing bypass of the blood-brain barrier, distribution of therapeutic392

agents through clinically-relevant brain volumes and highly accu-393

rate anatomical targeting.394

The translational potential of non-gene therapies including395

neurotrophins and chemotherapies may  be impaired by the396

requirement for chronic or intermittent drug infusions, which397

are currently achieved by using subcutaneous pumps or repeated398

catheter insertions. The use of subcutaneous devices is associated399

with infectious and immunological complications (Bogdahn et al.,400

2011; Gill et al., 2003; Lang et al., 2006), and acute catheter insertion401

and removal requires patients to undergo repeated neurosurgical402

interventions. In this study, we aimed to determine the feasibility of403

performing intermittent drug delivery to the brain through a novel404

permanently implanted transcutaneous bone-anchored port.405

There is a substantial need for long-term transcutaneous bone-406

anchored devices in healthcare for a wide range of applications407

including attachment of limb and facial prostheses (Fitzpatrick408

et al., 2011; Kang et al., 2010; Pendegrass et al., 2006a,b, 2008),409

dental prostheses (Branemark and Albrektsson, 1982) and hearing410

aids (Colquitt et al., 2011a; Doshi et al., 2010; McDermott et al.,411

2009a,b; McDermott et al., 2008; Snik et al., 2005). This has led to412

a significant research effort aimed at overcoming the major bar-413

riers to the success of such devices. It is evident that the correct414

choice of materials and implantation method can overcome the415

three main failure modes of transcutaneous implants, which are416

marsupialisation, infection and avulsion.417

In the present study we successfully performed intermittent418

infusions to the brain via a transcutaneous bone-anchored port over419

a 3 month period in a large animal (porcine) model. Our aims were420

to design and test a port with a number of specific requirements421

– a low internal volume, MRI  compatibility, multichannel capabil-422

ities, the facility to achieve repeated drug infusions and long-term423

implantation without infection.424

The success of this study is likely to have been a product425

of appropriate choice of biomaterials, meticulous surgical tech-426

nique and daily cleansing. The importance of daily cleansing of427

the skin/device interface should not be underestimated as regular428

cleaning of BAHAs is known to be important for the avoidance of 429

irritation and infection (Arnold et al., 2011). 430

The use of a titanium implant combined with the skin flap 431

dermatome technique allowed us to achieve robust cutaneous inte- 432

gration, thus preventing adverse skin reactions and infection at the 433

skin/device interface. Robust osseointegration was  achieved in 3 434

out of 4 animals, as evidenced by en bloc resection of a port with 435

surrounding bone and the significant pull-out forces required to 436

explant the ports at 3 months post-implantation. We  found the 437

surgical robot to be a useful adjunct as it provided a more sta- 438

ble platform than free-hand drilling of port holes. The accuracy 439

of the port holes may  have contributed to achieving an optimal 440

interference fit between bone and device. 441

Loosening of the port in the fourth animal occurred as a result 442

of inadvertent use of excess force on removal of the needle admin- 443

istration set during the healing phase. The thickness of bone at the 444

site of port implantation in these juvenile pigs was only 3 mm.  445

The greater thickness of the human skull might reduce the risk 446

of inadvertent loosening by providing a greater surface area for 447

osseointegration. It seems likely that continuous movement of the 448

port prevented osseointegration over the subsequent months. Fail- 449

ure of osseointegration did not adversely affect the skin/device 450

interface, which remained intact without evidence of infection or 451

adverse reaction. This adverse event has driven us to develop a new 452

“zero stress” needle administration device which will eliminate the 453

risk of loosening the port during re-infusion. This new design facili- 454

tates insertion and removal of the needles on a screw thread, whilst 455

maintaining counter-torque on the port. 456

Skull growth in this animal model placed significant limitations 457

on the longevity of this study due to gradual pull-out of catheters 458

from target and soft tissue deposition around the port, which pre- 459

vented re-application of the needle administration set beyond 3 460

months. Despite these limitations, repeated infusions were suc- 461

cessfully performed for 3 months with real-time MRI  monitoring 462

(in all implants suitable for re-infusion) confirming the patency 463

of the port and catheter system. However, gradual pull-out of the 464

catheters also prevented analysis of the repeatability of infusions 465

performed with this catheter system. 466

Long-term data on the safety of transcutaneous skull-mounted 467

implants is available from follow up studies of BAHAs, which report 468

infection rates as low as 0.7% (de Wolf et al., 2009a, 2009b), high 469

rates of osseointegration (Colquitt et al., 2011b)  and improvements 470

in quality of life (de Wolf et al., 2011; Dutt et al., 2002). BAHA 471

implantation has been successful following cranial radiotherapy, 472

which has important implications for use of the TBAP for drug 473
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Herantis Pharma summary 
•  Ongoing clinical development: Two fully funded clinical studies in 

regenerative medicine 
–  CDNF for a disease-modifying treatment of Parkinson’s disease 
–  Lymfactin® for the treatment of secondary lymphedema caused by breast 

cancer treatments 

•  Actively looking for development partners: 
–  Clinical development of CDNF in new indications including ALS, Alzheimer’s 

Disease, and an undisclosed neurodegenerative disease with strong 
unpublished preclinical data 

–  Cis-UCA Eye Drops for the treatment of Dry Eye, Phase 2 completed 
–  Cis-UCA Emulsion Cream for the treatment of skin inflammations 
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Thank you 
Herantis Pharma Plc 

Viikinkaari 4 
FI-00790 Helsinki, Finland 

www.herantis.com 
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